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ABSTRACT Lysosomal storage diseases (LSDs) arise from monogenic deficiencies in lysosomal proteins and pathways and are characterized by a tissuewide accumulation of a vast variety of macromolecules, normally specific to
each genetic lesion. Strategies for treatment of LSDs commonly depend on
reduction of the offending metabolite(s) by substrate depletion or enzyme
replacement. However, at least 44 of the ~50 LSDs are currently recalcitrant
to intervention. Murine models have provided significant insights into our
understanding of many LSD mechanisms; however, these systems do not
readily permit phenotypic screening of compound libraries, or the establishment of genetic or gene-environment interaction networks. Many of the
genes causing LSDs are evolutionarily conserved, thus facilitating the application of models system to provide additional insight into LSDs. Here, we review
the utility of yeast models of 3 LSDs: Batten disease, cystinosis, and NiemannPick type C disease. We will focus on the translation of research from yeast
models into human patients suffering from these LSDs. We will also discuss
the use of yeast models to investigate the penetrance of LSDs, such as Niemann-Pick type C disease, into more prevalent syndromes including viral infection and obesity.

INTRODUCTION
Neurodegenerative diseases represent one of the leading
causes of disability in modern populations. Approximately
five million Americans currently have Alzheimer’s disease,
a number that is expected to be as high as 13.4 million by
2050 [1]. It has recently become apparent that lysosomal
function, through a variety of mechanisms, is a contributor
to polygenically-determined neurodegenerative states and
often causal in terms of certain monogenic cognitive disorders. Indeed, the vast majority of lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) have neurological decay as a primary presentation or as a common sequel [2,3]. The concept of LSDs,
which are characterized by aberrant, excessive storage of
cellular material in lysosomes, followed the discovery of a
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lysosomal enzyme deficiency (acid alpha-glucosidase) as
the cause of Glycogen Storage Disease type II or Pompe
disease in 1963. Great strides have since been made in
understanding the biology of LSDs. Defective lysosomal
storage typically occurs in many cell types, but the nervous
system is particularly vulnerable to lysosomal mis-function,
being affected in two-thirds of all LSDs. This review provides a summary of some of the better characterized LSDs
and the pathways affected in these disorders.
Unfortunately, very few neurodegenerative conditions
are treatable, and most worsen over time. Even monogenic
neurodegenerative conditions, such as certain LSDs, where
the biochemical and genetic etiology is very well defined,
often remain tragically incurable, leaving palliative care as
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the only option to most patients. A novel and innovative
rationale to treatment identification is clearly required. We
propose that neuronal health is determined by very basic
metabolic pathways, common to all cells and evolutionarily
conserved from yeast to humans. Research models for
polygenic disorders are hard to create and even harder to
manipulate. By contrast, numerous spontaneous or induced models of rare monogenic disorders of high penetrance exist. These are frequently revealing with regard to
disease mechanism and often establish therapeutic strategies for related polygenic pathologies (for example the
LDL-Receptor and hypercholesterolemia). We have established a novel and innovative ”exacerbate-reverse” approach to identify and exploit genetic loci that render cells
sensitive to loss of genes defective in human monogenic
diseases. We have successfully accomplished this strategy
first in yeast and subsequently in mammalian cultured cell
systems and murine models [4,5]. Described here is the
rationale behind this strategy, particularly with respect to
the treatment of LSDs. Our major focus within this disease
category is Niemann Pick type C (NP-C) disease, a classical
LSD, typified by the accumulation of multiple lipids in the
lysosomal compartment [6,7]. We have established clear
proof of principle in terms of extending our findings in
yeast to cultured human patient fibroblasts and more recently to a murine model of NP-C disease [4,5]. Ultimately,
we propose to pursue these targets in human trials. Interestingly, NP-C disease, while itself a true orphan disorder,
typifies the advantages of a studying rare diseases caused
by unimolecular causation; variation in the NPC1 protein is
associated with obesity risk and susceptibility to a variety
of viral infections. In this fashion, research into an orphan
disorder has the potential to reach beyond low prevalence
and impact the health of millions.
“EXACERBATE-REVERSE”: A model system based strategy
for LSD intervention
The availability of a sequenced budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) genome for the past 20 years or more
has rendered what is now a relatively common application
of global genome-wide screens to comprehensively place
gene products and their associations in the context of
whole cell physiology and pathophysiology [8]. The true
appeal of a genetic screen is that it is generally accomplished without bias and thus highlights unanticipated avenues of intervention. Moreover, the conservation of sequence and function between yeast and human cells has
elevated this model microbial eukaryote to a level unanticipated by many in terms of establishing human disease
treatment strategies. We have chosen to focus solely on
those interactions that are strongly conserved evolutionarily, biologically compelling, and amenable to pharmacological intervention. The latter parameter reflects our intent to
achieve treatment of these diseases as rapidly as possible.
Numerous genetic strategies have been employed in
yeast, probably more than any other model system, to
identify and analyze interacting pathways. These initially
took the shape of classical mutagenic approaches to suppressor and synthetic interaction screens, but were rapidly
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superceded by the availability of comprehensive, single
deletion libraries of the whole yeast genome. For decades,
sophisticated and systematic genome-wide experiments
have been more feasible in yeast than in any other eukaryote [9,10]. This is due largely to yeast having been the first
eukaryotic genome sequenced in 1996, which resulted in
the comprehensive identification of functional open reading frames (ORFs) and exceptionally elaborate gene annotation [11]. As a result, genome-wide libraries of gene deletion strains, gene knockdown strains, overexpressed genes,
and GFP-tagged proteins were constructed and used as
community resources to investigate genetic and environmental perturbations. These deletion collections have been
applied in numerous instances to understanding gene function, gene-environment and gene-gene (epistatic) interactions [12]. These strategies identified orthologous genes, of
which ~1000 genes are functionally conserved with human
counterparts, variation in which is often associated with
human disease [12,13].
An approach we have termed “exacerbate-reverse”, represents an extension of a classical “synthetic lethality”
screen that we propose is applicable to any rare monogenic human disease for which there is a model system [4]. We
have perfected it for use in budding yeast (Figure 1), but
any model organism that permits genetic screens of epistasis could be utilized. By this strategy, a yeast model of a
human disease is screened against a genome-wide library
of genetic variants (e.g., a library of gene deletions, or
overexpressed genes) and genetic modifiers are identified
as a consequence of exacerbation of the disease associated
phenotype. This epistatic screen for genetic interactions is
rendered disease specific by performing the screen under
conditions that reflect or are known to impact the human
disease state. The synthetic interactions, most often observed as a conditional inviability of the mutant combinations, are then targeted in the opposite direction to genetically or pharmacologically reverse disease phenotypes in a
mammalian model of the human disease. It is this reversal
stage of the process that leads to therapeutic interventions
that are made relevant to human disease by only targeting
conserved and “druggable” pathways, ideally with FDA
approved agents.
In contrast to “exacerbate-reverse”, a “rescue-reverse”
approach can also be utilized. In this conceptually similar
approach, gene deletions that directly rescue (i.e., suppress) the disease severity of the LSD yeast model are identified. Accordingly, these reactions become potential drug
targets whereby inhibitors would be predicted to reverse
the disease phenotype in human cells. This strategy is limited to those disease models in which deletion of the
ortholog has a clear phenotype in yeast.
LYSOSOMES AND VACUOLES
Lysosomes are characteristic of all eukaryotic cells [15,16].
This sac-like organelle is filled with numerous hydrolytic
enzymes, and surrounded with lipoprotein membranes
[15,17,18]. There are approximately 120 lysosomal membrane proteins and 60 proteins present in the lysosomal
matrix. The majority of the latter are acid hydrolases that
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FIGURE 1: Exacerbate-reverse as an approach to identify genes and drugs to target and treat LSDs. The general outline of the approach (dark
grey) starts with using genome-wide analyses in yeast to identify gene mutants that exacerbate the phenotype that mimics the human disease,
followed by analyses of mammalian orthologs that can ultimately be targeted with drugs to reverse the disease phenotype. The original use of
the approach investigating LSDs started with the yeast model of NP-C disease (light grey) and culminated in the identification of Vorinostat as a
candidate therapy that is now in clinical trial. Dilutions of yeast cells were grown in aerobic (normal) and anaerobic (sterol auxotrophy) conditions. The NP-C patient fibroblasts were stained with filipin, a diagnostic marker of cholesterol accumulation. The Npc1nmf164 mouse liver cells
were stained with hematoxylin/eosin (H/E), to distinguish lipid-laden cells (blue) from healthy hepatocytes (red). Originally published in [14];
© the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.

require an acidic environment to degrade specific substrates [18,19]. Lysosomes thus play a crucial role in the
concerted action of selective and non-selective degradation of cargo [20,21].
Lysosomes are central to the interacting processes of
recycling and degradation, which ultimately regulate other
cellular processes and impact the overall homeostasis of
the cell. In all cases, the by-products of lysosomal degradation are utilized by the cell after being trafficked out of the
digestive compartment [22]. Dysfunction of lysosomes
initiates critical signalling cascades that can induce cell
death mechanisms such as apoptosis and autophagy
[21,23,24]. Cell death in this case is largely a consequence
of lysosomal accumulation of cargo due to defective degradation and recycling [21,25]. Due to its role in various
cellular processes, comprehending the function of
lysosomes provides valuable insight into many diverse
common and orphan disorders.
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The vacuole, the fungal counterpart of the mammalian
lysosome, represents a molecularly well-defined compartment maintained via distinctive ionic homeostasis [26].
Approximately, 200 out of the 6000 genes in the yeast genome are annotated to impact vacuolar function based on
either protein activity or localization of GFP-tagged protein
markers [27]. 27% of these 200 proteins are annotated as
transporters with the remainder implicated in protein sorting and trafficking, membrane fusion, macromolecule degradation and organelle acidification [28,29]. Minimally 45
genes have been implicated in cargo trafficking pathways
from Golgi to vacuole in yeast via isolation of mutants with
missorted soluble vacuolar proteins, deficient vacuolar
protease activity or abnormal vacuolar morphology [30-35].
Many such pathways and their mediators identified in
these yeast vacuolar screens have functional orthologues
in higher eukaryotes [36]. For example, five distinctive
classes of endosomal sorting complex required for
transport (ESCRT) and the role of mono-ubiquitination as a
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sorting signal were first elucidated via exquisite studies on
the yeast vacuole [37-39]. This conservation allows researchers to confidently study the molecular basis of human disease, translating findings from yeast models to
mammalian cells.
LYSOSOMAL STORAGE DISEASES
There are approximately 50 lysosomal storage diseases
(LSDs) arising from deficiencies in non-enzymatic lysosomal
proteins, soluble lysosomal proteins or non-lysosomal proteins [40]. Defects in proteins in the lysosomal lumen or
lysosomal membrane as well as non-lysosomal proteins
affect lysosomal function and result in the accumulation of
macromolecules that are normally degraded in lysosomes
[41,42]. Overall, the prevalence of LSDs is rare at ~1:8000

births [43]. The most frequently affected enzymes are sulfatases and glycosidases that degrade glycoconjugates such
as gylcosylaminoproteoglycans, glycolipids and glycoproteins [44,45]. In addition to a specific hydrolytic deficiency,
interrupted vesicular trafficking and protein sorting also
cause LSDs [40]. Typically, LSDs are inherited as monogenic
autosomal recessive traits and the symptoms of the disorder depend on the degree of residual function of the defective protein [42,44]. There is extensive diversity among
the LSDs with symptoms that initiate in utero or infancy on
a continuous spectrum to symptoms that do not become
apparent until late childhood or adulthood [43,44]. The
accumulation of substrates in LSDs occurs mostly in
visceral tissues and the central nervous system, thus LSDs
often lead to physical and neurological defects that

TABLE 1. Yeast (S. cerevisiae) orthologs of human genes that encode lysosomal proteins associated with LSDs. In total there are 23 yeast
orthologs with >20% amino acid identity as defined using Gene2Function [13]. *, human genes involved in viral infection.

Human Gene
AP3B1*

Human Disease
Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome Type 2

ATP13A2

Kufor-Rakep syndrome, Parkinson
disease
Menke Disease
Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis,
Batten Disease
Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis 8
Cystinosis
Galactosialidosis
Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis 10
Smith-Lemli-Optiz syndrome
Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis 4
(CLN4) - adult CLN (Parry disease)
Glycogen storage disease II
(Pompe Disease)
Dopa responsive dystonia
Mucolipidosis III gamma
Costello Syndrome

ATP7A
CLN3
CLN8
CTNS
CTSA
CTSD
DHCR7*
DNAJC5
GAA
GCH1
GNPTG
HRAS*
LIPA
MLL2
NPC1*

Wolman disease; infantile-onset
autophagic vacuolar myopathy
Kabuki Syndrome
Niemann-Pick type C

NPC2*

Niemann-Pick type C

POMT1
POMT2
PPT1
SLC17A5

Walker-warburg syndrome
Walker-warburg syndrome
Neuronal Ceroid Lipofuscinosis 1
Sialuria; infantile sialic acid storage
disorder
Niemann-Pick type A

SMPD1*
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Function
Protein transport to lateGolgi/trans-Golgi network (TGN)
and/or endosome
Intracellular cation homeostasis

Yeast Gene
APL6

YPK9

35

Copper transport
Lysosomal pH homeostasis

CCC2
BTN1

33
37

Cell proliferation
+
Cystine/H transport
Protein degradation
Protein degradation
Sterol biosynthesis
Exocytosis chaperone

YPR114W
ERS1
PRC1
PEP4
ERG24
ERJ5

24
29
30
41
32
33

Glycogen degradation

ROT2

27

Nitric oxide synthesis
Carbohydrate phosporylation
Ras protein signal transduction

FOL2
GTB1
RAS1
RAS2
YEH1
YEH2
SET1
NCR1

58
29
61
61
27
25
35
33

Protein lipoylation

% Identity
28

Histone methyltransferase
Cholesterol/sphingolipid
transport
Cholesterol/sphingolipid
transport
Glycosylation
Glycosylation
Cysteine modification
Sialic acid transport

NPC2

24

PMT4
PMT2
CAX4
FEN2

31
34
23
20

Sphingolipid metabolism

PPN1

24
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shorten lifespan [45]. For a minority of the LSDs, significant
progress has been made to develop therapies that have
been ultimately approved by federal agencies. However,
the medical needs for most LSDs remain unfulfilled.
The general approach to candidate therapies has been
to identify and/or develop drugs that restore function of
the defective protein or limit the accumulation of the toxic
metabolite by substrate depletion [46-48]. To do this, it is
pertinent to understand the specific function of the protein.
Naturally occurring animal models (rabbit, sheep, dogs,
cats) as well as genetically engineered mouse models have
been vital to investigating gene function and pathogenesis
[49-51]. Genetically engineered mouse models are more
commonly investigated than naturally occurring animal
models, likely a consequence of pragmatic issues such as
regular access to relatively inexpensive small animal facilities, and malleable genotypic diversity resulting in modulation of gene expression both temporally and spatially [50].
The majority of animal models generally exhibit similar
biochemical, molecular and physiological pathology to human patients [51]. Overall, mammalian models contribute
largely in revealing the disease biology and are critical as a
precursor to therapeutic trials. However, mouse models
exhibit extensive variation in the presentation of disease
severity depending on genetic background [52-54]. LSDcausing genes are generally well conserved among eukaryotes, and thus the underlying molecular mechanisms associated with LSDs can be meaningfully studied using genetic
model organisms. Less complex eukaryotes with complete
sequenced genomes are actually ideal to study LSDs since
the orthologous genes and pathways involved in the disease are amenable to advanced genetic technology. For
instance, the worm Caenorhabditis elegans contains 58
genes orthologous to human genes associated with LSDs
(reviewed by [55]). Other model organisms exploited to
investigate LSDs are the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster
and various fungi including the filamentous plant pathogen
Fusarium graminearum, the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, and the budding yeast S. cerevisiae
[10,54,55]. The latter organism is the focus of our own
studies and of this review.
BUDDING YEAST AS A GENETIC MODEL OF LSDs
Yeast models of human diseases have provided significant
insight into many of the molecular mechanisms underlying
cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, diabetes, and ageing
[4,56-62]. LSDs are no exception, given that 23 LSD-causing
genes have orthologs in yeast based on amino acid sequence similarity (Table 1). The power of yeast as a model
organism is not limited to conservation at the gene level
but also extends to the pathway level; yeast models have
identified candidate therapeutic pathways defined by
genes that were not recognised as sequence orthologs [4].
In this review, we will focus on LSDs currently recalcitrant
to therapy, that arise from defects in lysosomal membrane
proteins with functional yeast counterparts. We will describe the utilization of yeast as a genetic model to identify
disease modifiers of three LSDs, cystinosis, Batten disease
and Niemann Pick Type-C disease, and the manner in
OPEN ACCESS | www.microbialcell.com
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which this potentially leads to therapeutic interventions
[4,63,64].
Cystinosis
Cystinosis is an autosomal recessive lysosomal storage
disorder with the clinical hallmark of insoluble cysteine
accumulation in the lysosome [65-67]. Renal Fanconi syndrome, the most common inherited form of cystinosis in
children [65,68,69], is caused by mutations in the CTNS
gene, which encodes for cystinosin, a proton symporter
that transports cystine out of the lysosomal compartment
with proton-electromotive force generated by vacuolar
(H+)-ATPase [64,70,71]. Cystine, the disulphide linked form
of cysteine, is thereby transported to the cytoplasm to be
reduced into cysteine [72]. In the disease state, due to a
defect in efflux, insoluble cystine forms crystals that accumulate to toxic levels resulting in multiple organ dysfunction (Figure 2, A-B) [67]. Depending on the severity of the
CTNS gene mutation, the disorder has three different clinical presentations: infantile nephropathic, juvenile nephropathic and ocular non-nephropathic [65,71]. The infantile
nephropathic form presents as early as 6-8 months old and
causes fatality by the age of 10 years old due to kidney
failure [71]. For the past 20 years, aminothiol cysteamine
(β-mercaptoethylamine) has been used as treatment for
this disorder as it diminishes the intralysosomal cystine via
reduction of cystine and forms cysteine-mixed disulphide,
which is then trafficked out of lysosomes through cationic
amino acid transport [73,74]. Overall, aminothiol cysteamine delays progression and prevents renal complications
[75-77]. However, the stringent dosing procedure and side
effects of cysteamine therapy impose burdens on the patients. In addition, the cysteamine therapy requires an
early diagnosis to ameliorate disease progression [78].
Therefore, the search for a more effective treatment of
this disorder remains active.
Whole animal and cultured mammalian cell models have
been developed and utilized to further understand the
pathogenic mechanisms in cystinosis [64,79,80]. For example, disrupted vesicle trafficking and mTOR signalling were
identified as pathophysiological events associated with
human cystinosis but are unlikely to be causative [81,82].
Despite extensive investigations of higher eukaryotes, the
primary molecular mechanism of cystinosis remains vague.
The human CTNS gene product is highly conserved with the
Ers1p protein of S. cerevisiae (29% identical and 48% similar) [83] (Table 1). Moreover, yeast ERS1 is a functional
ortholog based on complementation of hygromycin B
(hygB) sensitivity of ers1∆ deletion mutant strains by heterologous expression of human CTNS [84]. Similar to cystinosin, yeast Ers1p localizes to endosomes and vacuoles
[84]. However, in contrast to CTNS mutants in mammalian
cells, loss of ERS1 does not affect yeast viability and no
accumulation of cystine is observed [84].
Given this conservation, the yeast model has provided
significant insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying cystinosis particularly with respect to pathways that
may modify cystine accumulation in patients. A comparative transcriptomic analysis of ers1∆ strains implicated sulMicrobial Cell | SEPTEMBER 2017 | Vol. 4 No. 9
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FIGURE 2: Comparisons of normal and mutant
cells for three LSDs caused by lysosomal membrane protein deficiencies. In normal cells (A),
cystine is exported out of lysosomes to form
cysteine. In cystinosis (B), mutations in the
disease-causing gene (CTNS, an ortholog of yeast
ERS1) prevent the efflux of cystine out of lysosomes causing the formation of cystine crystal in
the absence of functional cystinosin. In normal
cells (C), autofluorescent storage material and
proteins are degraded and transported out of
lysosomes. In Batten disease (D), mutations in the
disease-causing gene (CLN3, an ortholog of yeast
BTN1) limit protein degradation causing an accumulation in the lysosome. In normal cells (E),
steryl esters are internalized by receptor mediated endocytosis, undergo lipolysis in the lysosome
and egress from lysosomes as free sterols. In NP-C
disease (F), mutations in NPC1 (an ortholog of
yeast NCR1) prevent the egress of sterol from the
lysosome. The same disease phenotype is seen
with NPC2 (the human ortholog of yeast NPC2)
mutations. In an astounding example of evolutionary conservation, the yeast and human
orthologs appear to be interchangeable for all
three diseases.

fur homeostasis as aberrant, which was consistent with the
gene expression profile of cystinotic cells from cystinosis
patients. Additionally, energy production, oxidative stress,
calcium and potassium transport and stress response were
also awry in this mutant model [85]. A high copy suppressor screen in yeast identified that MEH1, a gene critical
for the process of microautophagy and the function of
amino acid permease Gap1p that mediates cysteine uptake,
suppressed hygB sensitivity in the ers1∆ yeast model
[84,86]. MEH1 also was identified in an interaction with
GTR1, a small Ras-related GTPase involved in macroautophagy [84]. Further elucidating the role of MEH1 and
GTR1 in yeast, as well as the human orthologs in mammali-
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an cells, may provide more insight into the molecular
mechanism of cystinosis. It would also be informative to
identify gene deletions that suppress hygB sensitivity of
ers1∆, an experiment that can be easily conducted in yeast
via a Synthetic Genetic Array (SGA) analysis wherein the
ers1∆ strain is crossed with the deletion library to generate
haploid double deletion strains. As hygB sensitivity in yeast
is a marker for disease severity in humans, this analysis
would provide a list of candidate genes and pathways that
modify disease severity. More broadly, investigations of
these modifiers may identify the compensatory
mechanism(s) that prevent the accumulation of cystine in
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yeast and thus create a more powerful yeast model of
cystinosis with a similar phenotype to humans.
Batten Disease
Batten disease encompasses a group of fatal, pediatric,
autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disorders that are
the most common form of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis
(NCL) [87-89]. The age of onset can vary from congenital,
infantile, late infantile, juvenile, to adult onset [90]. Autofluorescent storage material, which contains high levels of
subunit c of mitochondrial ATP synthase, accumulates in
the lysosome of affected patients (Figure 2, C-D), although
it is unclear whether this is causative or merely correlative
[91]. Mutations in any one of 14 genes confer NCL, with
variation at the CLN3 locus being the most common cause
of juvenile NCL, also known as Batten disease. [63,92,93].
The CLN3 gene encodes a multipass transmembrane protein that localizes to the lysosomal, endosomal and autophagosomal compartments [94,95]. The major role of
Cln3p has not been completely elucidated, however it has
been proposed to play a key role in vesicular trafficking
pathways [96,97].
The obscure etiology of Batten disease warrants a new
approach both to mechanism and treatment. Five of the 14
NCL genes (CLN3, CLN8, CTSD, DNAJC5, and PPT1) are conserved in yeast (Table 1). Although large animal (e.g.,
sheep) and murine models have been developed to study
the mechanism of juvenile NCL, the evolutionary conservation of CLN3, the most common cause of Batten disease,
allows the use of lower eukaryotic genetic models to study
the disorder [98,99]. The Btn1p protein is the S. cerevisiae
ortholog of human CLN3 sharing 37% amino acid identity
[100]. BTN1 deletion strains exhibited increased plasma
membrane ATPase activity, acidified growth media and
resistance to D-(-)-threo-2-amino-1-[p-nitrophenyl]-1, 3propanediol (ANP) [101]. BTN1 is apparently not involved
in degradation of mitochondrial ATPase subunit c, however
expression of human CLN3, complements the ANP resistance of btn1∆ yeast, indicating that BTN1 and CLN3 are
functionally conserved [101,102]. Interestingly, the degree
of ANP resistance reflected the severity of the disorder
imposed by expression of different mutant human alleles
[100,101]. Vacuolar and cytoplasmic arginine levels as well
as ATP-dependent arginine uptake were further observed
to be deficient in btn1∆ strains [103]. Notably, lysosomes
of human fibroblasts derived from JNCL patients also exhibited an elevated pH, suggesting a conserved interaction
between pH homeostasis and arginine metabolism
[103,104]. An additional investigation of btn1∆ yeast
strains revealed increased resistance to menadionegenerated oxidative stress via impaired nitric oxide synthesis and decreased levels of arginine [105]. The defects in
arginine homeostasis that were identified in yeast may be
an underlying mechanism of JNCL in humans.
Genome-wide screens have also been applied to advance our understanding of Batten disease using the btn1∆
yeast model. A Synthetic Genetic Array was conducted to
systematically quantify the effect of ~4,800 independent
gene deletions on the btn1∆ strain with little success iniOPEN ACCESS | www.microbialcell.com
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tially; gene deletions that conferred lethality to the btn1∆
strain under basal conditions were not identified [106].
However, under conditional screening conditions (altered
media amino acid levels or pH), 18 genetic interactions
were identified that implicated phospholipid distribution
and endosome-Golgi retrograde transport [96,102,107110] in Batten disease. These genetic interactions suggest
that regulation of vacuolar cationic homeostasis could be
disrupted in the btn1∆ yeast model, and may underlie the
accumulation of storage material in Batten disease in humans. An alternative strategy would be to exploit the resistance of btn1∆ to ANP and screen btn1∆ geneX∆ double
deletion mutants to identify gene deletions that reduce the
resistance of btn1∆ to ANP. Likewise, gene overexpression
screens to identify upregulated genes that reduce or increase the resistance of btn1∆ to ANP would identify putative therapeutic targets. Cumulatively, these genes would
be modifiers of phenotypic severity in yeast, and orthologous genes and pathways would then be investigated as
candidate disease modifiers in human cells.
Niemann-Pick Type C Disease
Niemann-Pick type C (NP-C) disease (Figure 2, E-F), is a
complex lipid lysosomal storage disorder, typified by accumulation of low-density lipoprotein-derived unesterified
cholesterol, sphingomyelin, glucosylceramide and sphingosine [111]. NP-C disease is inherited in a monogenic, autosomal recessive fashion due to independent defects in either of two genes, NPC1 or NPC2 [6,7]. Approximately 95%
of cases are due to mutations in NPC1 and 5% are caused
by mutations in NPC2 [112]. NPC1 is a ~13-pass transmembrane domain protein positioned in the limiting membrane
of the lysosome while NPC2 is a soluble lysosomal protein
[111]. There are approximately 250 and 20 different disease-causing mutations in NPC1 and NPC2, respectively,
that contribute to a wide range of variation in disease progression [113-116].
The NP-C proteins have been proposed as cholesterol
transporters, in part because they both possess lipidbinding domains. However, the affinity of cholesterol for
NPC1 is orders of magnitude lower than for NPC2, thus
cholesterol binding to NPC1 may act catalytically, as opposed to bulk transfer or solubilisation [117,118]. NP-C
disease is further typified by the accumulation of sphingolipids [119]. We previously hypothesized that NPC1 may
be a rheostat that initiates transport of multiple lipids by
other proteins and interacts with cellular signaling pathways to optimize membrane fluidity [7,120,121]. The identification of these pathways, for example using a geneticbased screen, is key to understanding this syndrome and
may reveal unanticipated therapeutic possibilities. Previously, we established budding yeast (S. cerevisiae) as a
genetically tractable and valid model of NP-C disease by
several criteria [122]. Most importantly; rescue of the cholesterol and ganglioside trafficking defect in mammalian
NPC1-deficient cell culture models was achieved by expression of the yeast NPC1 ortholog encoded by NCR1 [4,8].
Human NPC1 and yeast NCR1 encode proteins with 33%
sequence identity. This identity persists to specific
Microbial Cell | SEPTEMBER 2017 | Vol. 4 No. 9
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homology domains such as the sterol sensing domain (SSD)
and the Patched homology domains. In general, residues
key to the activity of this protein, as defined by the occurrence of specific disease mutations in NP-C patients are
also conserved. Moreover both yeast and mammalian
NPC1 proteins localize to limiting membranes of the lysosomal (vacuolar)/endosomal system [122]. Similarly, the
yeast NPC2 protein is structurally and functionally orthologous to human NPC2 with 23% primary sequence identity
and the ability to restore normal lipid homeostasis to human NPC2 patient fibroblasts. Interestingly, the yeast
models of NP-C disease are distinct from other models of
NP-C disease and have thus been exploited to capitalize on
these distinctions [9,10,122]. Similar to the btn1∆ and
ers1∆ yeast LSD models, yeast strains deficient in NCR1 do
not exhibit a striking growth defect, although Vilaca and
colleagues have implicated the NCR1 mediated pathway in
chronological lifespan (CLS), a measurement of nonreplicative aging in yeast. Reduced CLS can be rescued with
deletion of genes mediating sphingolipid metabolism further supporting a role of NCR1 in sphingolipid homeostasis
[123]. NCR1-deficient yeast cells do not display any obvious
defect in sterol metabolism, although membrane microdomains and microautophagy are aberrant during quiescence [4,9,122,124-126]. A sphingolipid related metabolic
phenotype caused by a dominant negative mutation in
NCR1 prompted the hypothesis that the ancestral function
of NPC1 was in recycling sphingolipids [122], and this was
later supported with the observation of the accumulation
of long chain sphingoid bases in an ncr1∆ yeast variant
[123]. The lack of a compelling null phenotype in yeast
NCR1 deletion strains, combined with our findings on conservation of these pathways between yeast and mammals
provoked a series of screens for modifiers of NCR1 in yeast
[4]. We performed numerous independent screens that
assess pathway interactions representing approximately 6
fold-coverage of the yeast genome or the equivalent of
33,437 interactions. The most lucrative strategy required
us to adapt our screens for genetic interactions to be conditional on the environment, based on the removal of oxygen to confer sterol auxotrophy. These conditions were
deliberately chosen to mimic the context of NP-C disease
with respect to defective sterol transport and homeostasis.
This conditional, genome-wide Synthetic Genetic Array
(SGA) analysis identified 13 gene deletions that reduced
lifespan in the ncr1∆ strain only in the context of sterol
auxotrophy (induced by anaerobiosis) [4]. This strategy
identified gene deletions in two histone acetylase genes
that exacerbated inviability of ncr1∆ during anaerobic
growth. This observation prompted the hypothesis that
histone acetylase activity was reduced (and by inference
histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity was increased) in human NP-C disease [4]. Indeed, subsequent experiments
demonstrated that expression levels of eight of 11 HDAC
genes were increased in NP-C patient fibroblasts. Consequently a key question arose; would pharmacologically
elevating histone acetylation in NPC1 mutant human fibroblasts alleviate any consequences of NPC1-deficiency?
Strikingly, we found that inhibiting HDACs with suberoylanOPEN ACCESS | www.microbialcell.com
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ilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA, Vorinostat) dramatically reversed cholesterol and sphingolipid accumulation by 80%
and 30%, respectively, and restored defective cholesterol
esterification by 500% [4]. This treatment completely eliminated the cellular basis of NP-C disease, a result that was
independently confirmed by others [5,127-129]. The recovery mechanism is not fully understood, but may partially include a chaperone mechanism that results in increased
expression of NPC1 and reduced endoplasmic reticulum
associated degradation pathways [129].
Our exacerbate-reverse approach identified Vorinostat
as a candidate therapy in 2011 and Vorinostat was approved to treat cutaneous T-cell lymphoma in 2006. Hence
a Vorinostat clinical trial was fast-tracked without proven
therapeutic efficacy in an animal model of NP-C disease
since there was no approved therapy to treat this fatal,
pediatric disease. We subsequently tested two distinct
murine models of NPC1 deficiency for their phenotypic
response to HDAC inhibitors: The Npc1nih variant, defined
by a null allele of Npc1, and Npc1nmf164 (a missense allele of
NPC1 comprising a D1005G protein variation); both animal
lines develop a chronic, debilitating neurological disease
and die between 9-12 and 13-16 weeks of age, respectively
(the missense allele confers a milder, later onset, form of
the disease). Using Npc1nmf164 mice, we conducted a study
to assess the efficiency of Vorinostat as potential therapeutic for NP-C disease. We determined that Vorinostat
normalized transcriptional regulation of eight key genes
critical for cholesterol homeostasis in the liver, thereby
improving liver function and pathology [5]. Importantly,
Vorinostat treatment regulated metabolism of apolipoprotein B and the gene expression of key components of lipid
homeostasis in primary hepatocytes from both Npc1nih and
Npc1nmf164 mice. This in vivo result is consistent with Vorinostat-mediated reduction in filipin fluorescence in 52 of
60 different NPC1 mutations in cultured cells [5], suggesting that Vorinostat can be used to treat symptoms of most
NP-C patients particularly if blood-brain barrier penetration
of Vorinostat can be improved [5].
LYSOSOMAL FUNCTION AND PREVALENT DISEASES
As mentioned previously, aberrant lysosomal function and
cellular degradation has implications for all cells and thus
contributes significantly to both health and disease [25].
Variation in the NPC1 protein clearly exemplifies this phenomenon with genetic penetrance beyond the orphan disorder of NP-C disease into several infectious diseases, atherosclerosis, obesity, and common neurodegenerative
diseases. In what may be a prime example of heterozygote
advantage, carrier status (for example in parents of affected NP-C children) can be protective from atherosclerosis
and certain viral infections. Conversely, heterozygosity at
the NP-C loci may be a disadvantage in disease states such
as obesity and Alzheimer’s disease. The association of NP-C
disease with atherosclerosis and tauopathies such as Alzheimer’s disease has previously been described [14,130].
Indeed the similarities of NP-C disease to tauopathies are
striking; purkinje cell death is accompanied by
accumulation of paired helical filaments, neurofibrillary
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tangles, hyper-phosphorylated tau and amyloid-β peptides.
Here we briefly review the importance of investigating NPC disease to further understand AIDS, infectious haemorrhagic fever, and obesity. In particular we will describe the
application of the aforementioned genetic strategies to
establish novel approaches to therapeutic interventions for
these high impact diseases.
Among the conserved LSD-causing genes in yeast, six
genes were also associated with viral assembly, entry, and
replication (Table 1) [131-136]. Of particular note the NPC1
pathway, mainly because of its critical role in cholesterol
homeostasis, facilitates a crucial stage in the infectious
cycle of retroviruses such as human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV), filoviruses such as Ebola , togaviruses such as

Chikungunya, and Flaviviruses (including Zika, West Nile
and Dengue virus) [131,132]. To develop effective antiviral
treatments, it is critical to fully understand virus-host interaction at the molecular level. Thus, the rare occurrence
of NP-C disease and LSDs in general are suddenly relevant
to the biology of “more common” diseases and integral to
the development of treatments of HIV and Ebola.
The role of the NPC1 protein in the life cycle of filoviruses
Ebola viruses (EBOV) cause infectious haemorrhagic fever
and are classified in the family of Filoviridae [133]. Filoviruses are enveloped, non-segmented, negative stranded
RNA viruses with filamentous particles that require a virally
encoded glycoprotein (GP) for the lysosomal exit and

FIGURE 3: The current models for the role of
NPC1 in replication of infectious viruses
such as EBOV and HIV-1. Infectious haemorrhagic fever (A-B). EBOV is transported to
lysosomes at which point the virally encoded
glycoprotein (GP) interacts with NPC1 to
release nucleocapsid for replication and
cytoplasmic release via lipid rafts [138]. In
NPC1 deficient states, the cytoplasmic release of EBOV is disrupted without efficient
replication of EBOV. Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (C-D). Free cholesterol
egressed from the lysosome by NPC1 or
NPC2 is a subset of the cholesterol pool utilized by HIV-1 for replication [143]. Mutations in NPC1 reduce cholesterol availability
and increase GAG protein accumulation,
thereby impeding the cytoplasmic release
and replication of HIV-1 virions.
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replication of the virus [134-137]. In common with many
viruses, cholesterol-sphingomyelin enriched microdomains
(“lipid rafts”) are utilized by filoviruses to bud from cells
and the status of these platforms can be compromised by
NP-C pathway defects [137]. Recent studies have found
NPC1 specifically to be a crucial host factor required for
EBOV infection [138,139]. Interestingly, the direct involvement of NPC1 in EBOV infection is independent of both the
egress of cholesterol and the NPC2 protein (Figure 3, A-B).
Structural studies have elucidated the binding between
NPC1 and viral GP, and provided a means to develop EBOV
anti-infective agents that disrupt this physical interaction
[140,141]. Additional insight into the molecular mechanism
of the virus GP-NPC1 interaction and infection pathogenesis is required to fully understand the role of NPC1 in EBOV
infection. Since NPC1 is conserved as Ncr1p in yeast, a
yeast model of negative-stranded RNA EBOV would comprise expression of the EBOV-viral RNA polymerase complex or EBOV RNA genome such that viral replication could
occur [142]. The components that are crucial for EBOV
replication, their interacting host genes, and pathways
mediating entry and replication of EBOV would then be
interrogated with the power of various yeast mutant libraries in a comparison of wild-type yeast with the ncr1∆ yeast
model of NP-C disease.
The NP-C proteins and the life cycle of retroviruses
The NP-C pathway is also critical to the replication and
infectivity of HIV-1, the causative agent for acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) in humans. HIV-1 is a
complex retrovirus that is dependent on cholesterol as a
cellular platform for replication [144-146]. In common with
filoviruses, the cellular entry, association, and budding of
HIV-1 requires an intact NP-C pathway and membrane microdomains (rafts) enriched with cholesterol and sphingolipids [147-149]. Accordingly, a decrease in cellular cholesterol depletes production of HIV-1 particles [150]. Indeed, HIV-1 virus infectivity was affected by cholesterol
efflux from the lysosome mediated by the NPC1/NPC2
pathway [151]. The accessory protein of HIV-1, negative
effector (Nef) activates multiple genes involved in cholesterol synthesis and thus increases the trafficking of cholesterol to viral particles and lipid rafts [143]. Interestingly,
Tang and co-workers observed impaired virus release as
the sub-cellular cholesterol concentration increased in
NPC1-mutant cells. This was coincident with accumulation
of the HIV-1 Gag (group-specific antigen) protein required for structural integrity, maturation and replication
of the retrovirus [152] (Figure 3. C-D). Despite these advances, the molecular role of the NP-C proteins in HIV-1
infection is not fully understood. Utilizing the power of
yeast genetics and the ncr1∆ yeast model of NP-C disease
is relatively straightforward given that different proteins
encoding for HIV-1 (the reverse transcriptase, viral protein
R, integrase, protease, and HIV-1 translation machinery)
have been studied using yeast models (see review [153]).
Genome-wide analyses such as the sterol auxotrophy
screen conducted for the ncr1∆ yeast model of NP-C
disease would likely identify genes regulated by the HIV-1
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genome as well as define genetic interactions and compensatory mechanisms that could reveal novel targets for antiviral treatment.
Interaction of NP-C Pathways with obesity
We hypothesize a pivotal role of the NP-C pathway, particularly the NPC1 protein, as a nexus in lysosomal lipid metabolism that prevents the lipid toxicity that underlies
many metabolic disturbances such as obesity and diabetes.
A convincing genome wide association study (GWAS; multiple populations, multiple polymorphisms, both genders;
[11-13,15-19]) demonstrated a link between variation at
the NPC1 locus and risk for obesity and diabetes. In European populations, a GWAS identified three new alleles of
NPC1 strongly associated with obesity [154]. Similarly variation at the NPC2 locus has been associated with obesity in
Korean populations [155]. These observations have subsequently been recapitulated in several animal models of NPC disease [156,157]. The mechanism behind this robust
genetic association of NP-C pathway deficiency with obesity is currently unknown and could be further investigated
by the integration of yeast models of obesity and NP-C
disease [158].
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES BEYOND LSDs
In summary, the rapid and continuing advancement of
genomic and proteomic research in yeast is a key advantage to identifying genetic modifiers as therapeutic
drug targets. S. cerevisae is a simple eukaryotic model that
generates biochemical and genetic output that can readily
be translated into more complex eukaryotes. Hence,
screening for monogenically determined disease modifiers
using a yeast LSD model and translating it into higher eukaryotes saves time and cost in identifying the therapeutic
drug target. Although there are some limitations encountered when using a yeast model of LSDs, we demonstrated
these can be overcome by using experimental conditions
that mimic the processes defective in human patients. The
“exacerbate-reverse” approach described here has great
potential to contribute to our understanding of LSDs with
specific emphasis on drug discovery. Our discovery of Vorinostat as a candidate therapy now in clinical trial has established this strategy as a promising pipeline to LSD
treatments [4]. Similarly, this approach can be utilized with
the btn1∆ yeast model of Batten disease and ANP resistance to identify modifiers of Batten disease and to the
ers1∆ yeast model of cystinosis via a “rescue-reverse” of
hygB sensitivity as potential drug targets to treat cystinosis.
Apart from discovery of drug targets to treat LSDs, yeast is
a powerful tool to study virus infection and pathogenesis.
The molecular mechanism of virus-host interactions and
the characterization of the host functions can be easily
elucidated using the genetic tools available. Remarkably,
interaction of each individual viral-encoding protein can
easily be studied in yeast via heterologous expression of
each protein in yeast, which can then be integrated into
powerful genome-wide analyses of various mutant libraries.
These analyses would direct the discovery of antiviral
treatments by identifying genes that prevent virus entry or
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replication. In summary, genome-wide analyses that exacerbate or ameliorate yeast growth phenotypes caused by
yeast gene mutations or viral proteins may prove advantageous to identify genes and pathways that modify human
genetic diseases and infection pathogenesis.
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